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How Westport Got  Three-Cent Fares
This story is taken from McClure's
itagazilie of May, iteoe, and as the
'question of the relation of public cor-
porations to the people is a burning
istue at thfs hour, much information
of value to the public at large may be
found in this piece of fiction. One of
the most striking characters in the
story of "Banker Bellows," whose
prototype may be found in cities oth-
er than "Westport." McClure's Mag-
.azine has done more t arouse public
conscience to the dangers that
threaten the American republic than
any other one agency. The Tarbell
articles on the 'Standard Oil monop-
. ooly and the Steffens articles on state
political corruption have aroused the
country.—Editor.
FEW weeks after Mayor
Lumpkin's inauguration, I
was celled away from West-
port on business connected
with my placer claims in
Old Mexico. I remained in the foot-
hills of the Sierra Madre, out of reach
of newspapers and political gossip,
for several months. It was well to-
e-ward the end of May before I left
Sonora, and I did not get back to
Wlestport until the morning of the
first Sunday in June. As I left the
Winnebago Southern station, I found
one of the new cars of the. Consoli-
dated Traction company in front of
the door, and as my traveling bag was
light I boarded the car instead of tak-
ing a cab.
When the ccenduator approached me
I pk a nickel in his hand and resum-
od the reading of my paper. But,
much to my annoyance, the conduct-
or did not pass on and finally he
nudged me and said: "Say, mister,
haven't yon forgotten something?"
"Didn't I give you a nickel?" I ask-
ed in a rather testy manner. -
• "Yes," he said, "but you've forgot-
ten your change."
"What's this?" I cried, as he handed
me two coppers.
• "That's right." said he with a grin.
"I want to go clear out on the Win-
nebago avenue liar," said 1, pushing
back the two coppers. But the con-
ductor absolutely ignored the pennies
- and merely handedome a yeliovr trans-
fer-check. I watched him as he went
through the car collecting his fares
and returning the change, and as he
passed me on his way back he leaned
over me and asked, "Strange', in the
city?"
"No." I replied, "I have been away
—when did it happen?"
"Three weeks ago, and it seems
like three years." '
. "It is a great public benefit," I sug-
gested.
'Oh. it's all right for the public,
but it's bad for iii. 'the Conductors'
union is figuring on a general strike."
"Why" I asked.
"Forty-five dollars a month is all
right for handling nickels, but when
they double the crowds on you, and
sake you carry koty or fifty pounds
of chicken feed, it's time to make a
- kick for more wages or shorter
hours." o
As the conductor left me I was
much impressed by this instance of
the complication of human affairs.
"ben in the world of reform,"
thought I, "there is no rose without
it's thorn."
After making my. transfer to the
Wlnnago avenue lioeo I remember-
el thp my cat would carry me di-
rectly. n froef of the'Lumpkin man-
sion. For this reason I remained on
the•frfflo platform, and when, as we
approached the house, I saw a.stout
..litleman in his shirt-sleeves stroll-
s 't,6f oorrefortably about the lawn, I
oolOctily changed my plans and asked
the motorman to let me off. It was
rather early in the morning for a so-
cial call, but the suddenness of this
three-rent fare revolution Oa unset-
tled my sense of propriety, nd it
was neceseary for my peace ol mind
to have it explained.
Col. Lumpkins Explains.
"Well, it was this way," said Col-
onel Lumpkin after we had exchang-
ed our greetings, and had found a
comfortable seat on the veranda steps,
..at the side' of the house: "When we
o built u.p the City Electriond the Cit-
. izens' Electric lines we took in some
'fifteen or twenty little companies. We
saw some big escononries and other
advantages in consolidation, and as
the money market was favorable we
made the deal without bothering
about the fact that some of the un-
derlying franchises were for short
terms, and that they would soon ex-
Aire '
"Do you mean to say that you wertt
ahead with, these two big mergers
when you were not sore of the un-
derloing franchises?" I -asked.
i 1101% we wiere. eure enotolli of our
sintOtti,"explained the eohdisf. "Wle
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owned the city 'government in those
days, and we knew that we could fix
the city council quietly and at our
leisure. We recognized that the
money market was favorable for the
consolidations right then, and for
that very reason we were not wasting
any time on small details. Fraitchise
ordinances cause considerable delay
at the best, and even the most reas-
onable aldermen get expensive when
they know that there is an excep-
tionally big grab on hand. It has al-
ways been my rule to make the ideal
first, and then buy up tile council
quietly and unostentatiously for cash
after yfou have collected the profits.
have explained to you, have I not,
Scrivener, that I made a very corn-
'fortable profit when I sold out.my old
traction interests to the City Electric
Railway?"
"Yes," said 1, "I ‘believe you gath-
ered in something like five or six hun-
dred per cent on your original in-
vestment."
"There or therabouts," continued
Colonel Lumpkiit. "I was a 'great
man in those days, Scrivener. / look
back on that time as the most com-
placent and self-satisfied period of my
life. The newspapers printed full-page
pictures of me and told my history as
a great captain of industry. I felt
perfectly satisfied that I was the main
bolt in the bandwagon of national
prosperity. Indeed, sometimes I used
to tremble for my country when T
reflected on what might ,happen if I
should receive a sudden call to pay
my debt to nature. But I comforted
myself with the conviction that an
All-wise Providence could hardly af-
ford to run that risk for pometinse."
Here Colonel Lumpkin paused and "I left that syndicate meeting de-
limited grimly as he though of his do- termined to beat that traction con-
tained greatness. 'piracy. But I didn't see exactly how
Ex-Magnate Gets Honest. • I was going to do it. My former col-
"In those days," he continued, leagues laughed at my opposition at
was never able to appreciate the -story first. It was annoying but not se-
of King Canute. 'If they had pot use rious. My discussion of the franchise
in his royal chair I think I shoolti
cause their ntrol of the old city
question emb;rassed them a little be-
council was rather weak. But they
regarded that as merely a temporary
difficulty, and laid their plans to pur-
chase a goon safe majority in the
next election. The new Republican
ticket was submitted to Mr. Bellows
and approved Iv him before the con-
vention met, and everything seemed
cut and dried. The franchises would
probably be renewed without /any
difficulty, and, incidentally, they
would make a lauding stock of poor
old Timothy LurnAin. I didn't *now
what to do. Nobody koew better
than I did how easy it is to buy an
election when the captains of indus-
try really need it in their business.
And in this case the Captains of In-
dustry's Mlutual Protective associa-
tion was sending in funds from every
city in the United States to help keep
Westport in line.
The Colonel RunaVor Mayor.
"I was beginning to be a little de-
spondent about the matter, and, one
evening, I mentioned my misgivings
to Mrs. Lumpkin. Without the
slightest hesitation she said, 'Why,
Timothy. why don't you run for May-
or?' That was a stroke of genius.
The day after I announced my can-
didacy to the Municipal League, 'Con-
solidated Traction dropped ten points,
and the Bellows syndicate stopped
laughing. Before the politiclarts-
could take their bearings, we had
stampeded the Democratic convention
and the fight was on.
"When I look bacR on that cam-
paign, Scrivener, I feel sorry for
Bellows. He really didn't have a fair'
show. With me as a candidate it
didn't make any difference whether
becamo mayor or not. The old fran-
chiseewere (roomed. They were kill-
ed by publicity before election day.".
"But what did these expiring fran-
chises cover?" I asked.
"They covered my old downtown
horse-car tracks," said the colonel;
and they therefode controlled all of
the approaches to the business part
of the city. Without them the Con-
solidated Traction lines form a my's-
tern of branches without downtown
terminate and therefore, without con-
nections."
"But you &dm' mention these
franchises in your spe'eches during
the campaign. dfd you?"
"No, Scrivener, I didn't find it ned-
esary,  and t knew that the Bellows'
orators wouldn't. I donfined myself
to explaining why the Traction •cOrns-
pany onglit to be licked. I preferred
have undertaken that tide proposition
without the slightest hesitation. And
why not, Scrivener? I want you to
understand that I have exerted con-
siderable hydraulic pressure in my
day."
"Butelsow did YOU happen to —?"
I blurted gut, and their stopped in
contrition.
Colosel Lumpkin beamed at me
over his spectacles.—"to get honesto
—?" he suggested, finishing my sen-
tence for me. "Don't be Irribarrass-
ed, my young friend. It's a perfect-
ly fair question, but I am not certain
that I can answer it. When I was a
boy I used to dynamite brook trout,
and shoot quail when they were hud-
dled together on the snow. But as I
grew older I began to realize that
such exploits were not sportsmanlike..
I think, a similar feeling came to me
in regard to robbing the public. 'It
was too easy, too one-sided to be ex•
hilarating. I was sated with pot•
hunting. But my fellow captains of
industry did not feel that way. They
saw that Westport street railways
could stand another hypodermic in-
jection, and so' they proposed to
merge the two old. systers as a Con-
solidated Traction company. I was
rather in favor of the scheme at first.
There were reasonable economies, in
it that appered to my business sense.
But I was opposed to making it a
mere pretext for another falsification
of our investment account.
Stormy Session of Directors.
"I shall never forget the scene at
the syndicate meeting when I took
that position. My old friend Bellows,
the great banker, had come from New
York to preside over our delibera-
tions. He actually gasped when he
heard me. Hk looked at me reproach-
fully and said: 'Why, Tim, if we
don't increase the stock what in h—
is the use of the merger?' When I
explained that we had already pock
eted enough public wealth to com-
pensate actual performesiee for half
a century, he asked me if gientlemen
didn't have a° right to t145 as they
pleased with their own property. 'Yes'
r said, 'but this isn't that' kind of it
ease, Pen Bellowlf. What we ore deal-
ing with here is the people's equity.'
"Poor Bellows, he couldb't ender-
stand me. The other men-Melo of the
syndicate wee as blind as he. Spite
of everything I could do, the poeet-
int bade fair to close In ill-feeling. I
tried to appeal to their business row
don, and remintled their. Of tke
frirrichiees. lot ofooeturie, thew
only laughed at that. Then I got
mad and threatened them. I rose to
my feet and forbade the merger ex-
cept on fair terms to the public. I
reminded them that they had seen me
fight, and that, if necessary, I -would
fight them as I had never fought be-
fore. I called the scheme a swindle
and declined to be a party to it.
"Bellows was cool by that time. He
had recovered from his surprise, and
had taken measure of his strength.
He picked up a memorandum from
his desk, and, after glancing at it,
said: 'Colonel Lumpkin, will you
kindly inform me whether you imag-
ine that you control a majority of the
stock of either of the constituent
companies.'
"'No, I do not,' said I.
"Then, Colonel/ said he, 'I do not
see what you are going to do about
it. We represent the majority of
these issues, and I am sure you know
us well .enoughnot to expect us to
be frightened by a/minority kick. Of
course, Timothy,' he added with his
most engaging smile, 'we hay al-
ways expected to have you in on the
ground floor, you know. What is
the trouble? I am ready to satisfy
any reasonable demand.'
"'My demand is simply this,' said
I. 'This merger proposition must be
dropped unless you are willing to
float it at our present supply of wa-
ter.'
"'My reply is simply this said Mk.
Bellows, with his stateliest bow, 'we
will conduct this merger according to
modern business principles and as we
d— please.'
How the Public Is Robbed.
not to explain how I proposed to (to
The Hold-Up Man Softens.
"A few days after the election I
received a telegram from Bellows &
Company, summoning me to New
York for a conference on the fren-
ch* question. I wired back that the
city of Westport had discontinued its
Wall street office, and sugested that
Bellows & Company would find me
any morning in my official apart-
ments at the city hall. This was fol-
lowed by the intelligence that the se-
nior member of the firm had started
Wept. I was glad to get right down
to business with Ben Bellows. I had
known him ever since we were boys,
and he is really a good fellow consid-
ering his opportunities and rather nar-
row environment. When Bellows
got to Westport I learned, afterward.
that he had some difficulty in finding
my office. He tried some preliminary
negotiations with some of the boys in
the city coundil, but after learning
his mistake finally called upon me.
He realized the situation thoroughly,
and when he cams into my office he
said: 'We!, Tim, I reckon you've
got us.'
"'Yes,' I replied, 'I'm afraid the
Consolidated Traction company is a
little short on consoldiation:
"'Of course, we've got to settle
with you.,' said he, 'and now suppose
we save time and get right down to
business. What are your terms?'
"There was no use splitting hairs
with Bea Bellows. I knevli that he
professed the amiable doctrine that
every man has his price, and so I
diehet waste any indignation on him.
I simply said: 'I suppose you need
those franchises pretty badly, don't
you?'
"Of course we do, and you know
it. Mimeo them we won't have a
through line in the. city. What are
they worth?'
"'Well, Benjamin,' I said, 'my price
is a little steep, but/you must remerrs-
ber that your chaIa is nothing but a
bundle of broken links unless I act as
blacksmith for you.'
"'Yes, I understand, Timothy. .I'm
here to talk business. Go ahead.'
'Well,' I said, 'I've thought the
thing over, and I'm ready to deliver
those franchises for fifty million dol-
lars in cash, and nine-tenths of all
the voting securities.'
'crieciVV1h. y, that% is prohibitive„ he
'Exactly,' said I; 'and you want
to emember that I am the mayor of
Westport, and not merely a business
man in politics If you are willing to
renew thone franchises on heir terms
to the people you can have them. If
not, we will operate the lines our-
selves.'
The "Socialism Bugaboo.
"'But that is socialism,' he ex-
claimed. 'You surely don't want so-
cialism, do you, Lumpkin?'
"'No,' I replied, 'I do not want so-
cialism, but I may not be able to pre-
vent it. Tice issue of socialism is in
your hands, Benjamin, and not in
mine. The ptople do not waint so-
cialism and they will not embrace it
unless they are forced to. That is
why I have called you here. I want
to give you another chance. I want
you to get those franchises. I want
you to save us the necessity of go-
ing into the street railways
But, Benjamin, you will have to open
your eyes. Socialism. will come as
sure as fate unless capitalism can
learn to get honest. The handwrit-
ing is already on the wall, but a
pencil'
stronger hand than mine holds the
"'Humph,' said Bellovts. 'On what
terms will you reissue the franchises?'
"'On t`he usual terms that govern
the relations of landlord and tenant,'
I replied. 'The city owns the streets,
and you want to renew a valuable
rental in them. When you make your
next proposition to me, remember
that I deal with you as I would with
a farmer who comes to rent my corn-
field on shares, on the basis of a val-
uable concessihn for valuable consid-
eration.'
"'lleut. that isn't business,' he ex-ciainid
ow,
Sweted.
"'You can't get any corporation to
take them tier such terms as those.'
"'Don't he too hasty about decid
ino.' I said. 'We might make it
worth your while, even under those
terms. I am willing, for examp'e, to
btu it's going to 'se,' I an
replace the expiring franchises by a
general concession covering every
part of the city. In fact, I am will-





The Terms Laid Down.
"'First, upon the issue of the new
general franchise, the Traction com-
pany shall voluntarily surrender all
of its present rights and concessions,
all of the separate franchises now in
its possession.'
'That seems reasonable enough,'
said Bellows, 'if our rights are pro-
tected in the new franchise. And for
what term of years shall the new
franchise run? In perpetuity?
"'Hardly,' I said, 'we have no right
to sell the birthirght of future gener-
ations.'
"'Well, then, for how long?'
"'During good behavior,' 'I rep'ied.
'That is jest the same as 'in perpe-
tpity"—if you deserve it.'
"'During good behavior?' he
shrieked. 'And by whom is good be-
havior to be determined?'
"'By the people,' I replied; 'and
through publicity. How else can it
be determined? The accounts of the
new traction company must be free-
by exposed to the public. Proper
public agents must represent the pub-
lic on your board of directors. Its
capital accounts must be stated in
truthful terms—not truthful terms,
Bellows, as understood by your legal
advisers, but truthful terms as under-
stood in the ordinary usage of the
English language. Your initial cap-
ital account must be determined by
fair appraisal, and additions to it
must be vouchered by detailed and
explicit statements of cash invest-
ments.'
Watered Stock and Business
"Privacy,"
"'But, my God, Lumpkin,' ex-
claimed Bellows, 'that won't even bal-
ance our funded debt. What are we
to do with our preferred and common
stock?' •
"'That is purely a private matter
for you to settle, Benjamin,' I re-
plied. 'I have no objection to your
floating as many redundaht securi-
ties as you like, so long as the peo-
ple are not asked to believe that they
stand for value. I am afraid I have
been misunderstooi in my expres-
sions against watered stock. I have-
n't the slightest objection to lyrical
assets so long as you don't expect the
people to pay dividends upon them?'
"'But what is to become of busi-
ness privacy?' he asked.
"'Gentlemen who hanker after bus-
iness privacy should remain in pri-
vate business.' said I. 'We have been
discussing public business.'
"'And suppose we should not de-
ride to accept this figural proposition?'
suggested Mr. Bellows.
"'Then,' said I, 'you will force us
to operate nor street railway our-
selves. Wle don't want to do it, Ben.
But, of commie, if we must, we must.'
"'But you won't have any suburban
connections,' he urged. 'Your little
spurs of downtown track won't pay.'
City Ownership Forced.
"TI-st will be easy enough.' I re-
plied 'We will lay new tracks on
streets parallel to yours, and, as you
have no apposesoires-trettre heart
of the city, the people will ride on
our cars and not on yours. In a lit-
tle whi'e you will have a default of
interest and then a foreclosure, and
a little later, when your old iron is
sold at auction, we'll buy it in for
the city cheap. That would be the
most business-like solution of the
problem, and the only thing that
makes me shrink from it is my
friendly feeling for you.'
"'Bet, Tim Lumpkin,' cried Mr.
Beliov.os in horrified tones, 'that is
railrotid wrecking.'
"'Yes," I admitted. 'And we both
know from experience that it is a
profitable business, a first-rate way to
get other people's property at one's
own price. We have done it a good
many times for the benefit of our
pockets, Ben. and I can't see why I
shouldn't do it now for the benefit of
the public.'
"'But it isn't fair to. work it both
way's.' cried Bellows. 'It's aeainit the
law for this pieblic to confiscate prop-
erty. That is ved as one of the
peculiar prerogatives of private enter-
prise.'
"'But isn't sauce for the goose also
traction monopoly.'
like business,' ex-
'And what are the
sauce for the gander?' I asked.
"'Not by a long shot,' said Bellows.
The gander hae vested rights. The
gander has inviolable contracts. 'Me
goose isn't in it with the,gander. All
of the decisions of the courts are
against you on tiiat point.'
"'Nut all of them,' said I. 'I know
of one case that is clear against you.'
"'What is that?' he asked.
"'The case of Shylock versus An-
tonio. Have you ever read it?'
"'No, but I will take a note of it
and submit it to Judge Wriggle,'
said he, as he took out his memoran-
dum book. 'How does it go?'
The Story of Shylock.
"'Shylock,' said I, 'came into the
Supreme Court of Venice to sue on a
mortgage forfeited by the defendant,
Antonio. It was stipulated in the
bond, that on default Shylock should
have the right to cut a pound of flesh
from the eLefendant's breast. The
court heel that though the terms of
the covenant were unusual, they were
within the law, that the instrument
was duly drawn with all necessary
formalities, that the plaintiff was clear
ly kntitted to the stipulated remedy,
and thereupon directed the said de-
fendant to bare his breast for satis-
faction of' the claim in the presence
of the court.'
"'Of course, said Bellows.
else could the court decider
"'But, just as Sihylock was whet-
ting his knife, the court further an-
nounced that the terms of the bond
most be construed strictly, and that
while the plaintiff was clearly entitled
to a pound of flesh, he was not entit-
led to either more or less than one
pound, and that in making his recov-
ery he must not titled one drop of
Christian blood.'
"'Bosh!' cried Bellows in disgust.
`What has that to \do with the fran-
chise question? That principle has
never been applied in our courts.'
"'It has been sustained in the court
of common-sense.' said I; 'and in due
time it will be adoisted in the courts
of justiee They are overworked, an 4
we must give them time to catch tit.
We do not dispute your franchises
and your „ vested rights. Benjamin.
They consist in a valuable opportuni-
ty to serve the public for a reasons
able consideration. But you _must
serve the people and got attempt to
oppress them., You may co'lect your
fares for your services, but you must
not take one drop of our blood No
contract or franchise can give you the
sovereign taxing power, and you
know as we as I do that you cannot
collect dividends on the common
stock of the Westport Consolidated
Traction company .without usurping
that. It is not a fair legal presump-
tion that the sovereign ever intended
to make his servants his masters.'
"I thought I had Bellows on that
proposition," continued Colonel
Lumpkin with a laugh. "He weaken-
ed a little at first, and I thought he
was going to lay down the cards. But
it was only for an instant. .His eves
narrowed down into straight pole
slits, and he looked at me as he/used
to look years ago, when fie caught
me four-flushing."
"'Very well, Timothy? he said. 'I
think you had better run your own
street cars. The credit of the City
of Westport is so good that you will
have sto difficulty in borrowing the
money. As to the necessary author-
ity. I suppose you own Governor
Stockdabble and the Winnebago leg-
islature as well as the Westport city
council. Go ahead and build yotfr
own tracks. You can probably raise
the money in three or four years if
you are not stopped by permanent in-
junctions and in the meantime, no
doubt the people will enjoy walking.
I will be pleased to help you all that
I can, Timothy, for you know that I
have some weight and influence in the
money market.'
Returning Plunder to the City.
"'Thank you, Benjamin,' said I.
'But there need be no occasion for
delay. I hold a title trust fund for
the City of Weetport—the Rople's
Aare in several litle pa?toerships in
street cars and gas and olectricity.
When I first embraced the Gospel, of
Wealth, Benjamin, I had intepded to
make restitution in the shape of a
Lurnpkin library, or a Lumpkin mus-
eum, or a Lumpkin picture gallery;
but if I'm forced to it, why shouldn't
I endow a Lumpkin rapid transit in-
restitution? Is there any law prevent-
ing a capthin of industry from present
ing an honest street railway system
to his native city? Do you mean to
say, Benjamin Bellows, that a gentle-
man is hbt permited to do as he likes
with his own property?'
"That ended our first interview,
continued Colonel Lnmpkin. "Bel-
lows 'did let falb one or two terse ex-
'How











the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Halley, 318 Eighth street.
Rev. Charles A. Armstrong, pastor
of the Immanuel Lutheran church,
performed the ceremony.
It was a quiet but pretty home
wedding; only, relatives and intimate
friends being present.
Ms. C. Fred Galighor played the
Harrison-Young. I wedding march.
In the presence of a few friends1 Nies. Nelon was attired in a pretty
and relatives, Miss Nellie Elizabeth
Harrison and Mr. Charles Young
were married Wed oesday afternoon
at 4 o'clock at the St. Frances de
Sales parsonage, the words binding
them being spoken by Rev. Father
Jansen.
After the nuptials the ,couple and
their friends were entertdined with a
-bridal dinner and reception by the
mother of the groom, Mrs. Even
Young, of West 'Broadway. From
there the happy pair proceeded to
their newly furnished home near
Maplewood Terrace, where they are
now residing.
Mrs. Young is a young lady of a
winsome and sweet disposition, and
Las a host of friends and admirers.
She is the niece of Mts. Joseph
Grief, who resides.a few miles out in
the county.
Mar. Williams is the hustling clerk
at the John Williams grocery in Row-
landtown and a reliable young man,
well known to all.
etitfirze
Adarni-Brown.
At Coulterville. Ill., yesterday
there was united in marriage Miss
Blanche Adami of that place, and
Mr. Charles W. Brown of this city.
The nuptials occurred at the resi-
dence of the bride's parents, who are
prominent and leading people of
that city. After the ceremony the
couple left for St. Louis and other
points on their bridal tour before
. coming to Paducah to make their
home.
The groom was attended by Mr.
Harry Henning of St. Louis, and
Mr. Robert .Black of this city. -
Miss Adami is an acknowledged
beauty and social belle of th vicin-
ity, being endowed with culture.
graces of winning nature and unusual
beauty, that win the hearts of all.
Mr. Brown is the city representa-
tive here for the Armour Packing
company, and a rising and reliable
young business man, and he is held
in the highest esteem by everybody.
He was president last season of the
K. I. T. baseball league and is weld-
known over the country.
Western Nuptials.
Mr. Harry T. Hollingshead, of this
city, has returned from Colorado
Springs, Colo., where he went and
last week attended the marriage of
Ills sister, who is an elegant and un-
usually attractive society belle of
that far western-city.
The wedding was quite an elegant
affair, and spoken of as follows in
the telegraphic dispatches' reaching
here:
Colorado Springs, Col, Oct. - 5.—
The marriage, of Charles L. Allen, of
the Mechanics' National bank, of St.
Louis, and Miss Mary Hoilingshaaa,
a popular young society leader of
Colorado Springs, occurred at 6:30
p. m., Tuesday, at the residence of
the bride's parents, M. and Mrs. J.
D. Hollingshead. A large number of
guests were present from Chicago,
until lately the bride's home; St.
Louis and other cities. The bride
wore white chiffon, embroidered in
pint roses. over white chiffon and
silk, imported from Switzerland. Af-
ter a short trip. Mr. and Mrs. Allen





The first gathering of the fall and
Ns inter season by the Daughters of
the Confederacy, was held Tuesday
afternoon with Miss Rena Coleman
at hei residence on Wiest Jefferson
street. This being the initial ses-
sion since last spring, there was con-
siderable business up for transaction
in re-organising- for the coming
months. On disposal of this those
present were entertained with an in-
strnetive and charming programme
consisting of many beautiful musical
and literary numbers.
The state corwention of Confed-
erate Daughters wild be held this
week at Bowling Green, and during
Tuesday's session the local members
instructed their delegates to vote for
Mks. Robert Soaper of Henderson as
president and Mrs. Ashby Edmunds
of HopkinsvUle as state historian.
The Padocahans will also urge that
Murray be designated as the place
for bolding the roo6 session.
The delegates going from-here are
Medames Lelia Wade Lewis, Birdie
Campbell, Victoria Thompson and




Last Wednesday at, Cairo there
was united in marriage Miss Pearl
Hartman Halley, of that city and
Mr. Harry Alma Nelon, formerly of
Paducah, but now of St. Louis, out
of which place he travels for the
Clarksdale Cider company. He is
well, and favorably remembered here
hy hie many frie'nds, who .found in
him a pushing and, energetic ,sroimg
business man of much promise.
In speaking of the nuptials the
Cairb Bulletin stated as, follows
Thursday: :
Harry Alma Nelon, of St. Louis,
and Miss Pearl Hartman Halley, of
(4fro, were married yesterday morn-
at 9:30 O'CipCk at the I .ime of
Swiss over si:k gown and carried a
bouquet of American Beauties and
lilies of the valley.
The only attendant was Miss Marie
Halley, sister of the bride, who was
maid of honor. Miss Halley wore a
pale green crepe de chine over silk.
A luncheon was daintily served by
Misses Margaret Lansden, Lida Hal-
liday, Lucy Davidson' and Pauline
Vanderburg. Afterwards Mr. and
Mirs. Nelon left for a trip to several
northern cities. They will live at
St. Louis, at 3737 Cook avenue, being
at home after October is.
Mrs. Nelon is one of the most pop-
ular of Cairo's younger society folks.
Mk. Nelms. graduated in the Cairo
High school, in the, same class with
Mrs. Nelon. He moved to Paducal
several years ago. A few months
ago he left that city for St. Louis to
travel for the Clarksdate Cider com-
pany.
Among the out-of-town people
present were Mrs. M. D. Nelon, of
Paducah, mother of Mr. Nelon, and
David Halley. of Indianapolis, broth-
er of the bride.
ilker.:41W40
Social Event.
The social event of the past week
for Mayifield was the elegant nuptials
of Miss Nell Briggs and Mi. Walter
F. Wright, Thursday evening, as the
Mlethodist church of that city was
crowded with hundreds of friends,
while the edifice was a bower of flo-
ral beauty with its profuse decora-
tions that completely hid the inter-
ior of the church, and presented a
happy and sweet scene.
Immediately preceding the arrival
of the bridal party at the church,
Dr. J. Herman Boswell sang "For
Your D'ear Sake." which was com-
posed by Mk. John W. Landrum,
both words and music, and who ac-
companied the soloist on the musical
instrument. As the bridal party en-
tered a grand chorus of "Here Comes
the Bride" resounded throughout the
church as the procession marched to
the altar.
Miss Alice Cox, of Greencastle.
Ind., was maid of honor and Mr. Wal-
ter Albritton of this city acted as
best man. The attendants were:
Charles Norman, St. Louis; Mitts Ma-
bel Norman, Judge B. Gardner, Miss
Teddie Key, Mr. Nellie Gilliam, Hat-
tiesborg, Miss.; Miss Grace Gardner,
Mr. John Davis, Miss Lucy Thomas.
It was the most elaborate wedding
that has taken place there in many
years. A reception followed at the
home of the bride.
Millionaire's Daughter.
Several friends in this city have
received invitationa_announcing that
on next Wlednesday there wild be un-
ited in marriage at Scituate, Mass.,
Miss Gladys, the daughter of Hon. I tax commissioned)."
Thpmas W Lawson, tRe millionaire
of "Frensied Finance" fame, and
Mr. Eben Blaine Stanwood.
Mr. Lawson was the original pro-
moter of Grand, Rivers, the boom
town above here, and has many
friends in this city, where he often
stayed weeks at a time. his daugh-
ter is said to be one of the most dash




Miss Ortance Thurman was the
honoree of n.charming surprise par-
ty that was :tendered her by many
friends Monday evening at the home
of her father adjoining the St. Nich-
olas hotel on South Third near
Washington street The bevy of
young people sworped down on her
and her entertaining disposition be-
fitted She occasion as she cordially
welcomed the guests and afforded
them a delightful evening's pleasure.
During the card game the gentle-
man's gift was taken by Mr. Robert
Morrison, while Miss Clara 'Miller
took the prize for the young ;adv.
Those there were Misses Mary
Geagen, Clara Miller, Mary and
Fatima Mix, Gertrude Haag, Ella Hill
Teresa Yopp, Kate Miller, Mary
Haag, Nancy Baker, Clara Phillips;
Mesdames Harry King and Ivo Pet-
tit: Messrs. Thos. White, Pat Mor-
rison, Arthur Mills. Fred Moore, Dr.
Louis Hugg, Ivo Pettit, Joe Loeser,
Dicke, Harry King, Frank Gray.
Grace Church Cruild.
A most entertaining and interest-
ing gathering was held Friday after-
noon by Grace church guild at the
home of Miss Eleanor Treezvant. of
West Monroe street. thaing the
meeting the officers were elected for
the ensuing year, they being Rector
David Wright, -president, Mrs. El-
bridge Palmer. first vice president:
Mrs. Muscoe 'Burnett, second vice-
president and Miss Emily Morrow,
secretary and treasurer.
Hereafter the Guild will hold its
meetings at the new parish house
just finished behind the church, and
which has been elegantly famished




The Cairo Bulletin says.
Jessie Johnson, of Cairo, and
rence Jones, of Paducah, were se-
cretly married at the home of Mrs.
How Westport Got
Three Cent fares
(Continued from l'age Nine.)
Miss
Law-
pressions as he' lef tmy office, but as
this is the Sabbath, Scrivener, I will
not repeat them to you. Suffice it to
say that they tended to confirm my
fear that Bellows was not disposed to
acept our franchises and that we
would probably be forced to go into
the street railway -business on our
o*n acount.
"But Bellows must have pought
things over after he got back to New
York. Thinking things over, Schiv-
ener, frequently changes one's point
of view. It tends to develop philoso-
phic doubt and to make one less pos-
itive. Along about the middle of Feb
ruary, Bellows came out West in his
private car to inspect the Shark Sys-
tem, and he pepped off in Westport
to see me.
The City Gets Square Deal.
"'Timothy,' said he, after some pre
iminary conversation,'I am very much
tempted to take that- new franchise
on trial. Until our interview last win
ter, it never occurred to me as possi-
ble that a corporation could get along
without robbing the public. Bui, af-
ter thinking the matter over, I have
become interested in the speculation,
that perhaps it isn't absolutely neces-
sary after all.'
"'That's not a bad idea,' said I. 'A
half a loaf is much. better than no
bread.'
"'That isn't the point,' exclnimed
Bellows. 'It is purely a matter of
business. There are some indications
that we may have to get entirely hon-
est some day, and with that contin-
gency in view, it strikes me as ordi-
nary business prudence to try it ex-
perimentally on a small scale first.
Why shouldn't we experiment with
honest franchises in Westport, just as
we are experimenting with liquid fuel
on the Southwestern Pacific? It might
swamp us and oNrstrain the money
market if it should come aid at once.'
"Well, Scrivener," continued Col-
onel Lampkin, "After Bellows took
that sensible view of the matter, the
details of the franchise were easily
arranged. Bellows agreed to experi-
ment with publicity, and lower fares
among other things. And in order to
protect him we have agreed to take
the property over if he find's that he
can't make it go."
"But, in that event, what is the city
to pay for the property?" I asked. "I
should think that would be a very
delicate matter to adjust."
Ì Not at all," exclaimed Colonel
Lumpkin. "It will probably never be
necessary. But if we do take the
Traction company"s property, we are
to take it at the company's valuation."
"Wtat?" I. cried.
"Exactly," said Colonel Ltimpkin.
"The city had. to make some conces-
sions, Scrivener; and so T finally
agreed to accept the valuation that
the Traction company reports to the
MISUSE OF TELEPHONES.
BUILDINGS
MESSRS. OLIVER ANiD SHEM-
WELL PREPARING TO
REBUILD.
Elks Building Company Holds Meet-
ing Tomorrow Evening—Founda-
ation to Be Laid.
lion. Mike Oliver and Judge Rob-
ert Shemwell, of Benton, have de-
cided to erect several new buildings
where stood the old ones they lost
by tire at that city several weeks
ago. These new structures will be
improved and up-to-date with mahy
concrete parts, and work starts on
them shortly. For a while the gentle-
men were considering the matter of
erecting a hotel on the grounds, but
have given this idea up.
Ethis Building Company.
Tomorrow evening the Elks Build-,
ing company will hold a meeting and
it is believed there will be decided
the question of awarding the contract
for construction of the new home to
be erected on North Fifth street. Con-
tractor George Katterjohn is the low-
est bidder, but when the proposals
were opened last week the company
decided to' wait a while before letting
the contract.
Lay the Foundation,
This week the laborers will com-
mence excavating for the concrete
foundation to be laid this fall for the
home of Dr. Phil Stewart will erect
on North Ninth near Monrte street.
The foundation goes down right
away and during the winter left there
to settle, while next spring work on
the home commences. It will be en-
tirely of concrete and quite a novelty
for residences in this section.
NEW TELE-
PRONE DEVICE.
Again we are moved to express
savage animosity against the exem-
plars of brutal selfishness who, when
they wish to "get' somebody on the
telephone, have, an underling call, that
somebody from that i srielaoay's bus-
iness only to tell himi to "wait a min-
ute" while the man Who wants to talk
takes his time in going tolthe trans-
mitter. This is- one ,of the most
abominable of small outrages, and yet
it is convnitted thortsands and thous-
ands of times a day in this city alone,
and how often the things happen; in
the whole country nobody could
count. Yet we never heard even a
single defense of the practice—never
knew of a man who did not foam with
rage when himself the victim of it.
The telephone necessarider, or at least
habitually, gives so many and such ex-
traordinary privileges in the way of
securing attention, that those who
want and obtain It, -often from men
into whose offices they would have
great difficulty in gaining access in
person, might at least have the com-
mon decency to make the trouble
they cause as small as possible, and to
use up no needless amount of the
other man's time. Probably the only
way to cure this evil is to refuse to
talk to anybody for whose conven-
ience the insolent request to "wait a
minute" has been made. That might
interfere with business somewhat for
a while, but the lesson would soon be
learned ,and after that the telephone
would be freed from what is one of
the most irritating consequences of its
invention.—New York Tirade.
Prince Alexander of Servia, second
son of King Peter, has gone to St.
Petersburg to enter the military train
ing school known as the corps of
pages.
Kate Welch in this city on Septem-
ber 26. They hoped to keep the
wedding a secret for some time, hut
it became known to their friends
yesterday. '
Mrs. Jones came to Cairo to live
from Diehlstadt, M1o., several months
ago, and has been living with Mrs.
Welch, her sister.
Jones is a baggageman on the
Cairo-Paducah division of the Illi-
nois Central railroad. The court-
ship and wedding is said to have
been extremekzomantic.
The new telephone, or, rather, the
new telephone device, is about to
make inroads upon the old order of
things The fact that its introduc-
tion has been rather slow does not
militate against it. Its merit is ob-
vious, and for this ceason a few of
its most imminent applications are
worthy of review. To be able to
speak into a telephone and know that
the message is received and recorded
will inevitable, lead to a species of
satisfaction that will remove much of
the annoyance-felt, due to the absence
of those with whom communieatimt
is desired. Their physical presence.
in many instances, is dot so great an
advantage during or before the re-
ceipt of a message u after it has
been received. A contemplation of
some of the messages received, away
from the influence of those sending
them, may have the effect of altering
opinions and decisions most mark-
edly in business life, where dis-
patch is believed to be imperative, er-
rors are made metre frequntly, i
statistice count for anything, than
anywhere else. The attachment of
device' by means of which the record
of all speech received is preserve
will undoubtedly throw 4 peculia
light upon the cenversation of mtn
more with respect to their' indefinite-
ness than their explicitness.
The art of speaking into a machin
in which there is no response call
for more than an ordinary effort or
the part of the novice, therefore, meet
with _instantaneous success, but i
certain respects the telephonic record-
er would outshine the newspaper, i
by its use the news of the day coul
be made to reach the free feeble afl
the blind.
In Budapest a telephone newspape
has been in use for several year
with considerable success. It con
sists only of a receiver, not a trans
mitter. At certain stated interval
in the 'day messages are received a
over town by the subscribers, an
the local, national and internationa
news disseminated widely and effec
tively. By means of the Poulsen at
taehment long ribbons of steel tap
may preserve its record for year
The value of this its compactnes
and ready advisability certain'
marks (he possibility of a new epoc
in telephone development..
lit is essentially a telephone instru
ment, not, as some are led to-belie' 
merely a phonograph of pectilia
construction. It seems'to posIess al
of the qualifications that- iticlicat
practicability, and for this reason it
usefulness in the broad field of torn
meecial life and' journalism will no
be effected by the need of continua
repairs, adjustment's and annying at
tentiona. To the very busy classes o
financial men, the knowledge that th
telephone will hold all informatio
until their time permits them to re
view it will mean not only ap enor
mous extenision of business possfbil
ities, but a relief from the actua
t?physical strain of immediate reepo
In legal transactions such a devie
will assume the dignity of a doeu
ment. It will rapidly vtif a stop tt
incoherence and in def1niteness ove
the "phone"- Flectri y.
Suliscribe for THE REGISTER.
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Are You Planning to Remodel?
If you contemplate remodeling
your present home now or in the'
near future, you should study the
subject of Plumbing.
A little knowledge on the subject will
be beneficial to you in the selection of the
best material and fixtures and in their proper
location throughout the home.
If you will call and consult us, we will
give you attractive literature on modern sano
tetion and will show you the samples of






Do you want a first class job by an















































per cent per annum on
proof vault for rent at
key and no one but
yogi;
time certificate of deposits.. Safety



























































































































































































































MONDAY AND TUESDAY NIGHTS, OCTOBER 9TH
AND 10TH AND TUESDAY MATINEE
the Derald Square Opera Co.
Presenting on Monday Night RICHARD STAHL'S
famous composition
"Said pasha't
Remodeled, rewritten, "JUST FOR FUN."
On Monday night ladies will be admitted free when accompanied by one paid soc ticket if purchased
before 5 p. m. Monday. "The Mascot" will be the bill for the matinee, and the management will presen
t a
box of Gunther's Bon-Bons to the first 300 ladies purchasing tickets.
Catchy Music, Picturesque Costumes, Real Comic Opera
Clean, Refined Fun in Unlimited Quantities.
"PRA DIAVOLO," TUESDAY NIGHT. Night prices: asc, 35c, 50. Matinee toe and 25c
.
In The Theatrical
The Herald Square Opera Company.
Monday Night  "Said Pasha."
Tuesday Matinee . -The Mascotte."
Tuesday Night  "Fra Diavelo."
Wednesday Night   "Uncle Diui'L"
Saturday Matinee and Night...
"Lyman H. Howse Picture Show.
On pday night ladies will be ad-
mitted'Tree to The Herald Square
Opera company, when accompanied
by a person holding a paid fifty cent
ticket, provided it is purchased be-
fore 3 p. m. Monday. The bill for
Monday is "Said Paslui."
On Tuesday matinee three hundred
half-pound bcxes of chocolate bon-
bons will be given to the first 3oo la-
dies who attend the matinee. The bill
for the matinee is "The Maseotte."
The "Herald Square Opera Com-
pany," which opens a two night's en-
gagement at The Kentucky on Mon-
day evening, Oct. 9th, comes to Pa-
ducah with nothing behind except
successes and pleased audiences. The
company played what is known as













Solid Carload Special Scenery.
Prices: 25, 35, so, 7Sc
Senn ,on sale Tuesday :at g in.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE se.





Catchy maalc, .introduced nenobers,




Ladies free when aosompanied by one
paid ,Soc reserved seat on the first




(In Tneeday afternoon' tlie Manage-
ment will present a box of Gurther's
bon-hone to the first three hundred
ladies purchasing tickets.
"SRA DIAV01,0" on Tuesday Night
Sight prices: 25c, 35c and 50c. Mat
ince, :ric and 25e.
Sesta on sale Saturday.
World.
success and not mare than three
weeks afterward played return dates
in three of the houses to larger busi-
ness than on the first dates. This
speaks" volumes for the. character of
the performances because a company
that don't make good on a first ap-
pearance is 'not apt to even get a re-
turn date.
On Mondy night 'Said Pasha," that
famous composition of Richard
Stahl's, will be presented. This opera
has been rebuilt on a fun foundation
and although there are numerous in-
troduced numbers in the bill, some
of the prettiest (.4 the old scores have
been retained and .a barrel of fun
thrown in for good measure. For
the first tin* in the seven years that
the company has been organized, la-
dies will be admitted free on the first
night when accompanied by one paid
fifty cent ticket, and at the Tuesday
matinee the management will present
a box of bon-bons to the first three
hundred ladies purchasing tickets. It
certainly will be-a bargain attraction
as the company has not played to
such low prices before this or any
other reason.
'Uncle Daniel."
"How many plays we see in a sea-
son, and hovritew Meritorious ones,"
that is the cry of most theatergoers,
yet how few discriminate between
good and bad: that probably ac-
counts for the lack of interest shown
by our ,American playwrights, that is,
the class that write the better order
of plays. It is true that many plays
survive only by their own sterling
worth. We have a living example of
it in "Uncle Danr (or "A Messenger
from Jarvis Section.") Which will be
presented at The Kentucky on Wed-
nesday. It is probably the only play
en the road today combining all the
element:: which go to make the really
great play, yet there is nothing over-
drawn about it, sensationalism does
not run rftst. The characters are all
life studies and therefore, natural;
perhaps that word "eberacters covers
the author's secret. It was "charac-
ters" which made Charles Dickens
and there is no doubt to his standing
as an author; perhaps it is 'charac-
tere" that have made "Uncle Dan'1"
what it is as a play. In any event,
it stands in a class by itself. clean,
Wholesome and thoroughly moral and
in -Mr. Fred Wykoirs performance of
the title role, may be seen one of the
hest definiations of that almost ex.
tinct type of manhood of which our
grandfathers were so fond, the rough,
rugged farmer, uncowth in a sense,
yet by no means ignorant, ready at
all times to stand by his friends, yet
relentless to his enentiee, but withal
a gentle, lovable old man, such is the
character of "Uncle Dan'!" around
which a score of lesser 'characters"
:revolve, each as a "character" in his
or her own way. The supporting cast
has been selected from the best tal-
ent' obtainable, and it is safe to say
that the unbroken success of one of
the best plays now on the road will
he repeated here next week.
*lot Afraid of the "Scrap Heap.'
al. hundred years in this age of
cumulative progress means more than
a thousand in the far past. Our na-
tional life is changing in every feat-
ure more swiftly than any peoples
ever changed before; and in most of
4.t5; phenomena we are proud of it. It
is a distinctive and inherent Ameri-
can quality that recognizes—surely
and instantly—the spirit of this pro-
gress in inew values, new methods,
new inventions and new, ways of util-
izing- Acne Lotman H Howe's mar-
velous life drama which be/seen
at The Kentucky on Saturday mat-
inee and rtigaht, aptly and admirably
illustrates the truth and force of
American ideas, invention and pro-
gressiveness. The superiority of bis
'exhibitions are partially explained by
the fact that Mr. Howe is not afraid
of the "Scrap heap"—liVo Carnegie
it! modernizing his mills, Mr. Howe
never waits for the old to wear out,
and in so doing present the mediocre
moving pictures common to vaude-
ville or dramatic entertainments. On
the contrary, the distinctive quality
of this exhibition, and the one always
dominant, is its newness and fresh-
ness, for Mr. Howe unceasingly dis-
cards the old for the newer and bet-
ter, over and over, while his imitators
are but nursing and repairing.
By a sure process of elimination
and far-sighted enterprise hi throws
aside good for better, and better for
best, though at enormous expense,
but by so doing, raises his exhibition
beyond comparison with any others.
Just es Tommy Atkins recognizes
Kipling's barrack-room stories as
vivid word pictures of things as they
are, so does every spectator—only
with more intense realism and clarity
—see and feel the wonderful fidelity
of Lyman H. Howe's exhibition.
1 Good Work
t of Women for it
f. IMPROVING
OUR CITIES-f
What a Six-Inch Stream of Water
Can Do.
?imagine a perpendicular co;umn of
water more than one-third of a mile
high, twent-six inches in diameter at
the top and twenty-font inches in di-
ameter at the bottom. These re-
markable coiditions are complied
with, in the 011 Creek plant, which
Operates under a head of mite feet.
This little column of water, which, if
liberated, would be just enough to
make a small trout stream, gives a
capacity of e,2oo-horse power, or
enough power to run a good-sized
ocean going vessel. As the water
strikes the buckets-of the water wheel
it has a pressure of 850 pounds to
the square inch. What this pressu
implies is evidenced by the fact that
the average locomotive carries steam
at a pressure of teo or 200 pounds to
the square inch. Were this stream, as
it issues from the nozzle, turned upon
a hillside, the earth would fade away
before it like snow before a jet of
steam. Huge boulders, big as city
offices, would tumble into ravines
with as little effort as a clover burr
is carried before the hydrant stream
on a front lawn. Brick walla would
crackle like paper, and the hugest
skyscraper tumble before a stream
like that of the Mill Creek plant.
It takes a powerful water wheel to
withstand the tremendous pressure.
At Butte Creek, California, a single
jet of water, Aix inches in diameter,
issues from the nozzle at the tremen-
dove velocity of 20,000 feet a minnte.
It impignes on the buckets of what iso
said to be the most powerful single
water wheel ever built, causing the
latter to travel at the rate of ninety-
four miles an hour, making eco revo-
lutions a minute. The six-inch stream
has a capacity of 12,000 horse pow-
er. The water for operafing the piant
is conveyed from Butte creek through
a ditch and discharged into a regu-
lating reservoir which, is [zoo feet
above the powerhouse. Two steel
pressure pipe lines, thirty inches in
diameter, conduct the water to (he
power house.--IHamilton Wright, in
The World Today.
,Miss Mildred, daughter of William
Dean Howells, the novelist, is a
clever artist, and began to show her
talent when it years old. At that
time she prodUesd a nerie4 of sketch-
es around whicii her father wrote a
little book which was quite success-
ful. Miss Howells is now a slender,
spirituelle young woman, much de-
voted to art and literattoe, and with
no taste for society.
Low Rates to ealifornia.
TrrOM September tg, to October 31,
the Illinois Centril Railroad com-
pany will sell 40IrPt-way second-clue
tickets to Sap Frantisto, Los Anse-
lee, San Diego, Cal., for $33.00.
J. T Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Warfield, T. A.. Union Depot. W 12. La Follette, a son of Gov
La Follette of Wisconsin, is said to
Lots of people suddenly become be making a fortune In fruit-growing
deaf when duty calls. on the Snake river, Washington.
A
Women's enterprise and ingenuity
has no better and more happy outlet
than the work for civic improvement
throughout. the country. The progress
in this line is being fully tabulated
and exploited in the conference of
the American Civic association on the
calendar OatOber 4 to 6, in Cleveland,
0. The advance made along the line
of better civic hohsekeeping is large-
ly credited to women who are rapid-
ly receiving recognition by municipal
amhorities as being expert factors in
matters of practical hygiene.
This i not surprising when the
reader reflects that women's efforts
have been devbted from time imme-
morial to keeping .things clean and
tidied up. It i a matter of record
that every time the women are given
given a chance to clan up a ditry
city, and carry on a crusade against
public disgraces and immoralities,
they are successful, and there is at
once a new order of things.
In a Michigan city, Kalamazoo,
the women grew tired of filthy streets
and disregard of law; and they got
permission to clean one street for
awhile, on the same condition as the
contractor had not cleaned lit. They
did the work, enforced slumbering
ordinances to wake up, demonstrated
to the city that cleanlincss is as cheap
as filthiness, and now the men and
politicians of "Kalamazoo say they
have learned their lesson, and they
will carry out the reform in all the
streets of the city. Mks. Caroline
Bartlett Crete was the leading spirit
in this good work.
Another of the innumerable in-
stances of success is at Valparaiso,
Ind., where the women, acting in
concert, first improved the cemeteries
of the tcwn, and last year planted
trees, set out shrubs, made flower
gardens of vacant lots, kept the
weeds cut and removed waste paper
from the streets. 'Nis year cement
walks are to be laid.
One of the leading members of the
New Orleans Woman's Outdoor
League, Miss Kate Minor, has spent
the 'winner in Northern cities in-
vestigating civic improvement meth-
ods. The appropriate emblem of this
league is a small silver broom.
• The women's work in Denver has
been directed toward the beautifying
Of vacant city lots, many of which
have been transformed into garden
spots the past summer. There are
evidences now in Montgomery, Ala.,
that the c.itizens, even in the down-
town and business centers, are feeling
the pressure that is being brought to
bear by the good wqpnen who are
members of the Civiv league; and
they are beginning to keep their
places cleanly and in order.
There is said to be a feeling current
in Philadelphia that "If the public-
spirited women of this city were giv-
ep more to do in the civic housekeep-
g that Philadelphia might regain
and hold an enviable prestige as one
of the handsomest, cleanest and most
beautifully-kept cities on the West-
ern continent."—Philadelphia Record.
Japanese Sayings.
The great disregard trifles.
Troubles proceed from the mouth.
The unintelligent dog will bark
loud.
Rich people are unsatisfied with
riches. 
Do a kindness, but expect no re-
ward.
Unless you start, you will never ar-
rive.
Virtue i, greater than a thousand
talents.
Humility is a great castle oi de-
fense.
It better to choose chiding than
prarlisnec.
h your own body then feel oth-
ers' pains.
Ile is not human who forgets a
kindness.
Instead of expecting from others
look to yourself.
Do not ridicule the old; you will
soon be so.
The superior woman exalts her hus
band; the inferior degrades him.
As hunger is curable ̀ by eating, F o
ignorance is by study.
The fish which escapes from the
hcok always seems the largest.
The lack of study in youth in age
will bring ,adness. '
The polite are safe everywhere; the
rude are/often in danger.
Be not lenient to your own faults;
ketp your pardon for others.
ABOUT PEOPLE.
Dr. Inayo Notibe, whose books
arc widely read in Japan, is a gradu-
ate of Johns Hopkins university.
Sir Edward Elg r, a well-known
musical composer ngland, de-




Corrected Aug. 22nd, 1905.
South Bound. No. tor
Leave Cincinnati  8:20 a.m.
Leave Louisville  12:20 p.m.
Leave Owensboro  .
Leave Horse Branch 




Leave Princeton  5:25 p.m.
Arrive Paducah  fi:ao p.m.
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Fulton  








Arrive .Rives  8:39 p.m.
Arrive Jackson  









































North Bound. No. 102
Leave New Orleans   7:10 p.m.
Leave Memphis 6:5o a.m. f
Leave Jackson, Tenn 
Leave Rives 9
Leave Gibbs  
;4 m.82 a.m, 
Leave Fulton nom a.m.
Arrive Paducah  11 :20 a.m.
Leave Paducah  11:25 LEO.
Arrive Princeton  12:39 p.m.
Arrive Hopkinsville . 3:50 ern
Arrive Evansville 6




























































Ar. Chicago  5:30a.m.
Ar. St. Louis  8:ajp.m.
LOUIS DIVISION.
(South Bound.)
No. 374. No. 305.
4WD.= Lv. St. Louis.... 7:45a.m.
Lv. 2:50a.m.
8:05.1J111. L#, Carbondabe. 11:40a.m.










Paducah . . . . 4: sp.m.
Paducah.... 7:oop.no
Cairo  8'35P•m•
St. Louis  7:o8a,m.









































Trains marked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and to4 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains lot and 102 sleepers between Louisville,
Memphis and New Orleans Trains 8.31 and 822 slrepers between Paducah;
and St. Louis. For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Padtx:ah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A, Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, Ill.
C. C. M'CARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARCiAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OF-iERED TO THE tUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE SVALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS AR/. SELLING AT 6 CEN'TS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY x%c PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, Too 15c, 20C
AND UP TO boo PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL FFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CON'SIEVEABLE COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGre.113 BORDERS TO MATCH. 
ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. .ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPAN/ESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. ,ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C.C.LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE




WHEN YOU wArir THE BEST.
Special to Farmers
We are preparing to advertise in
the Northwest, and if you want to
sell your farm, list it with us and we
think we can selj it for you. Try us.
S. T. RANDLE
Manager Real Estate Department,
Mechanics' & Farmers' Savings Bank,




I NEWEST NEW YORK FASHIONS CROOKESAS PICTURED BY FANNIE FIELD a ON DIAMONDS.NEW GOWNS, HATS AND GLOVES, JACKETS AND VEILS••••••••••••••••••••••••1116
New York is fast resuming its
wonted aspect. Familiar faces miss-
ed during the waritter months are
seen everywhere where women con-
gregate. Not only do the shops make
brave showing of .fascinating crea-
tions for ail occasions but the cool
days have retired Summer toilets at
an unusually early date, and caused
an equal?), early appearance of, the
heavier apparel.
Rich Colorings.
A notable feature is the .richness of
coloring almost universally employed,
but this is saved from any garishneo
of effect by the fact that in such cos-
tumes contrasts are, as a rule, avoid-
ed, the necessary relief being obtain-
ed by the use of darker or lighter
shadings of the same tone. Thus a
wine colored toilet, will have trim-
mings of velvet in a darker tone,
while the other garnitures in braid or
broderie will be in lighter shadings
of the wine color. A favorite colo: in
tli'è"ifuiter tonei is a deep smoke-
grey. Blues from navy to pale shad-
ninf,tints continue In favor. Olive
green is used but sparingly so far,
but the rich.s.Hunter's green, and very
pale reed a are favorecL by fasbiona-
• Modistes. All the Plum and
*Ise fortes arn to be extensively worn
as well as theAull rose tints. These
latter are especially becoming to
people who lack decided coloring—
ash 'blonds, atid women with whiten-
ing locks.
• Skirts and.. Costs.
The skirt and coat _suit continues
-the popular choice for general wear.
Their variety of form is endless. Long
coated single or double breasted suits
have skirts that are pleated or circu-
lar, or a combination of the iii‘p
modes. .Short Etons are sbown as
well as bloused Etons. These little
coats are particularly liked for the
more dressy suits and by-weinen who
/Ind the long coats trying to face and
furnre in their severe revelations of
all defects of form. The new Etons
are very straight, loose and short to
show high fitted blouse or girdle that
invariably accompanies them.
'Princess Gowns in Cloth
and Velvet.
Princess effects in gowns of cloth,
velvet or silk for ceremonious wear
are fashionable and very beautiful
on the %Oman so fortunate as to pos-
sess a perfect figure, and the habit]
skirt is also modish giving a modi-
Jied princess effect. The habit ski
"has the material carried up above the
belt .me forming a fitted girdle effect
very smart and becoming to many
figures. Moires- claim a large share
4 consideration, and the chameleons
sbowing three Changing tones in their
gleaming lights and shadows, .ire
very 'beautiful. The moire brocadsi
for evening wear, with graceful de-
signs on white or pale-tinted grounds
are superb, especially when there are
also • broche effects in their combi-
nation.
Matsrials Popular.
In addition to material, described
in a previous letter, Henriettas and
Drop d'ete are being used by the
leading dressmakers, as well as all
the soft chiffon silks, eoliennes, and
soft draping fabrics of many varie-
ties. __Velvet was- never scr' popular
and so gre4t have been the improve-
ments tna4E in their weave and finish
that in nine ,cases, out of ten cotton
velveteen inrefetredito silk for cos-
Extra Waists.
Titter piece costumes are most de-
sirable but in almost Aery case the
waist in such suits is an prnate cre-
ation ,Rf d:fferent material but match-
ing color. Waists of silk crepe,
mousseleine, etc., are made for use
with certain suits, but delicate color
contrasts arc frequently introduced
in the trimming of yoke and collar,
while lace of all sorts is lavishly em-
ployed Fancy lingerie blouses will
continue to be worn all winter, and
lingerie trimmings ornament soft
sitks used for this purpose. The
greatest improvements are being in-
troduced in new silks. Taffetas that
are soft and pliable, yet not lacking
in body like the sort our grandmoth-
ers wore but with much greater beau-
ty of nfiish. Among the best of
these is a Swiss silk known as Hel-
retie.
This smart costume, the ilkistra-
tiop of which is supplied by the De-
lineator, is of turquoise green eoli-
enne, "all overlace," faggoted bands
and gilt buttons. The waist has a
fancy bolero, and full length or short-
er sleeves. The skirt is seven gored
with a cluster of plaits stitched in
tuck style to any desired depth at
elide seam, and with or without the
trimming folds.
Millinery.
That the hat should match the
gown is fashion's edict, hence at rep-
resentative places one ses.s whole
cases devoted to hats in various com-
binations of grey or blue or red.
Smooth covered velvet chaps are
very modish and trimmings Am these
and felt shapes are very simple.
Feathers in ostrich and stiff effects
are lavishly employed, and velvet
roses in all sorts of unnatural tints
are smart. Lace veils in tints to
match the felt are frequently used
for hat trirnenings and hat pins play
an important part in millinery this
season. The plainer the hat, the
more important and ornate the pins
used A great number of hat orna-
ments are worn, and shapes are to a
considerable extent a repetition of
the high turned up styles that hays
been worn the past season. The
more novel forms are flat rolling
brim sailors, and high crowned nar-
row rimmed styles, as well as shapes
with brims drooping over the face
like an inverted saucer.
New Veils and Gloves.
Veils are very much used and the
newer ones are in colored chantiily
to match the hat and costume. A
new long glove separates at the wrist
so that the hand part may be remov-
ed withtput uncovering the arm.
These sell' for $3.6o per pair and are
so far a luxury for the few.
BIG MINING. DEAL
ENGINEERED BY TWO HOP-
KINSVILLE MEN—Ssoo,000
IS INVOLVED.
Another Transaction in Alabama
Calls for 'Half Million To
Be Invested.
• liopkinsville, Ky., Oct. 7.—The pur-
chase and cash payment for the cele-
brated Charlepton coal field, three
miles north-east oft Dawson Springs,
in Hopkins county, together with the
incorporation of the Dawson Coal,
Coke & Railroa4 company for half a
million dollars with the main office
located It Dawson Springs, has just
been made public, together with
pending negotiations in North Ala-
bama for a similar coal field inckiding
mines and plant of one of the largest
coal companies in the south, •which
when combined with the Dawson
coal field Will Make a million dollar
property, with a dail7 output of 2,000
ions of coal.
The Charleston coal field has al-
ways been (eCeittii7e4 as one of the
finest coal depots iti Hopkins coun-
ty', and contains two heavy veins of
cosi, ranging from tiveAri eight feet
in thickness, with mines already open-
ed ready for business. -
The property is covers4 with a
heavx growth of timber, which will
be used for 'the immediate develop-
ment of the property, and in the con-..
struction of the railroad from flaw-
son out to the.mines.
The mines will be eqtepped with
the most improved modern machin-
ery, and a large force of men employ-
ed by the company. •
The company is composed of tsouth
ern bankers and capitalists, who are
buying and improving coal lends in
the south, as a profitable and perma-
nent investment for their surplus
money, which the regard as the best
investment they can find.
The deal has been quietly manipat
lated by Messrs. W. G. Harris and
L. flaydon of this city, who ha
bought and paid for the property in-
corporated the company, and, are
now two of its main officers and di-
rectors.
?sinister Grip of Sweden and Nor-
way visits the president and announc-
es his expectation of a speedy set-
tlement of Scandinavian difficulties.
Naval officers prepare a series of
entertainments for Prince Louis and
his party, who will visit America
next month.
Senor Carlos Walker Martinez.
one of the most eminent men of





Office over Lendler & Lydon,
3oo Broadway.
:EDGAR .1,W.'WHITTEMORE,
SirWilliam Crookes. Talks on Diarn
METEORRS FREIGHTED WITH
(JEWELS HAVE FALLEN AS
STARS FROM THE SKY.
London, England, Oct. 7.—Sir Wfd-
liam Crookes, the noted English
scientist, in the course o: a fascinat-
ing talk on diamonds at Kimberley,
South Africa, the diamond city
explained to the audience how
the precious gems might tie manufac-
tured in imitation of the stones
which nature has so lavishly strewn
over South Africa.
'E'Ven Without the experiments and
illustrations which the hearers of tne
lecture enjoyed, the interest of read-
ers will be arrested by Sir Williani's
account of the titanic convulsions and
the enormous pressures at vast depths
in the earth which have been at work
to convert the carbon into sparkling
gems, or by his descriptions of the
diamonds which were rained from
heaven in meteorites in Arizona.
People at Kimberley, it seems, paid
as much as Us a seat to heat-Sir
William Crookes. Were they dia-
mond merchants or De Beers share-
holders, all unconscious of their im-
pending doom? For the lecturer
produced for their inspection dia-
monds of his own manufacture, prov-
ed that there was no deception and
explained that there are at least two
different processes for making in the
laboratory diamonds which for lus-
tre, crystaline form, optical proper-
ties, density and hardness are identi-
cal with the natural stones extracted
from the mines at Kimberley. But at
the. end Kimberley must have breath-
ed again, for in one respect Sir
William Crookes had to confess
that the largest artificial diamond yet
prodaced is les.3. than one tweniy-
fifth of an int'S across Could you
see it in a lady's tiara? barely.
Largest Diamond Still Hidden.
After a description of the diamond
mines at Kimberley, . Sir Witham
Crookes disc6ssed the origin of the
pipes in which the diamonds are
found. These pipes, he said, were
caused by the action of water upor-
ized by molten iron, hydrogen and
scored the vents in the ground. carry-
ing the diamondiferons matter. In-
cidentally he mentioned that tha Cui-
linan diamond, weighting 3525, 3 4
garats (1,371 pounds) found ihsithe
Premier mine, near Pretoria, was a
fragment, probably less than half of a
distorted octahedral crystal; the oth-
er portions still await discoveryd•by
some fortunate miner.
On the question of the, origin of
the diamond Sir William_ had Ate
most interesting information to im-
part. 4 • I
"The first necessity," he said, "is
to select- pure iron frite from sulphur,
silicon, phosphorus, etc., and to poet
it in a carbon criucble with pure chaS,
coal from sugar." The crucible must
then be put into thilsody of the elec-
tric furnace. After a few minutes'
heating to a temperature above spoo
degrees C., a temperature at which
the iron melts like wax and volatal-
izes in clouds, the current is stopped
and,the dazzling, fiery crucible is
plunked beneath the surface of cold
water, where it is held fill it sinks
below a red beat.
"The sudden cooling solidifies tit
outer layer of iron and holds tlje
inner molten mass in a tight grip.
The expansion of the inner liquid on
solidifying produces an enormous
pressure and under the stress of this
pressure the dissolved carbon separ-
'ates (Mt- in transparent forms—mi-
nutely miscrospolic. it is true—all the
same veritable diamonds, with crys-
talline form and appearance, color
same as the natural gem."
• Strewn By Meterors.
Another diamond theory appeals to
the fancy. It is said the diamond is
a gift from heaven, conveyed to earth
in meteoric showers.
„According to this hypothesis, the
so-called volcanic pipes are simply
holes bored in the solid earth by the
impact of monstrous meteors—the
larger moose* boring the holes, while
the smaller masses, dinintergrating in
their fall, distribute diamonds broad-
cast. Bizarre as such a theory ap-
pears, I alb bound to say there are
stances which show that the notion
of the heavens raining diamonds is
not impossible.
The most striking confirmation of
the meteoric- theory comes from Ari-
zona'. Here, on a broad, open plain,
over an area about five miles in di-
ameter, have been scattered one or
two thousand masses of metallic iron,
the fragments varying in weight from
half a ton to a fraction of an ounce.
There is little doubt that these -mass
es formed part of a meteoric shower,
although no record exists as to when
the fall took place. Otriously enough
near the center, where most of the
ineteoritees have been found, is a
crater with raised edges 'three-guar-
tels of a mile in diameter and about
600 feet deep, bearing exactly the
appearance which would be produced
had a mighty mass of iron struck the
ground and buried itself deep under
the airfare.
"Bizarre as such a theory is; obs
served the great scientist, He am
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ESTifents. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EASY
MONTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. WM FOR IT.





An elegant line of imported cloths
and suiting.. for FaU and Winter.




516 Broadway, Opp. Ftaternity Bld.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Columbia Building.
Phon 1041 Red,
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, 120
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 33s.
Residence too Clay, Old Phone Aga
...A11111=1111MITIMII
bound to say there ace matny circum-
stances which shots that the mown
of the heavens raining diamonds
not impossible." In prof of this he
showed the audience plrtographs of
diamonds he had cat:Wiled from a
meteorite.
"It is certain from observations I
have made, corroborated by experi-
ence gained in the laboratory, that
iron at a great temperature and un-
der great pressure—conditions ex-
istent at great depths below the sur-
face of the earth—acts as the long-
sought.solvent for carbon and will
allow it to crystallize out in the form
of diamond. But it is also certain,
from the evidence afforded by the
Arizona and other meteorites, that
similar conditions have existed
among bodies in spate and that no
more than one occasion a meteorite
freighted with jewels has fallen as a
star from the sky.
Similarity of Origin.
"Many circumstances point to the
conclusion that the diamond of the
chemist and the diamond of the mine
are strangely elfin as to origin. It rA
not difficult to imagine that masses
of iron saturated with carbon existed
formerly at a sufficient depth tielow
the present mines, where tempera-
ture and pressure would produce the
reactions which laboratory eiperi-
ments show to be probable.
The lecture abounded in intetestitig
passages. Here is one:
'It is not uncommon for a diamond
to explode soon after it reaches the
surface; some have been known to
burst in the pockets of the miners or
when held in the warm hand, and the
loss is the greater because large
stones are more liable to explode or
fly in pieces than :mail ones. By
way of safeguard against explosion,
some dealers imbed diamond's in raw
potato to insure safe traniit to En-
gland."
By the end of 19004 ten tone of dia-
monds, valued at $305,000m00 had
come from the Kimberley mines.
This mass of gems could he accom-
modated in a box five feet square and
six feet high.
According to the- lecturer, one of
the most remarkable gems in exist-
ence is a phosphorescing diamond In
the possession of Mrs. Kunz, of New
York, which will phosphoresce in the
dark for some minutes after being
elcposed to a small pocket electric
light, and if rubbed on a piece of
cloth leaves a long streak of phos-
phorescence.
When there is a right way and a
wrong way the average man goes
wrong.
It takes a lot of will power to en-
able a man to save himself from him-
W. Mike Olivet. Geo. W. Oliver.






OFFIC: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Buildinf-
New Phone ite. Old Alone 303.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
It you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, ao South Third street I have
the nicest line cf samples for thaw




DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
:so NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones g5.5
Office hours 8 to zo a, m., x to3








The real estate agents, hail $17160116
worth of city property for salt as/









Room No. 5, Columbia Building,
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TIMICHEART BUILDING.
•
Ben phone sES at the Mika, both
phones 24o.at residenc. Office hours
7 to g a. M. 1 to 3 p. m.„ 7 to g p. in.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
°FMB 'to NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES






Office also Park Bld'g, Mayfield Ky.
Subscribe for THE REGISTER.,.
EXCUR IONS
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best •
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
goc-i rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in.
For other information apply to Jas.
Roger, superintendent; Frank L.
brown, agint
NOTICE/
Highest price paid for second-hand
Otol2es etr2c1
Rirtqittirre.
Buy anything and sell everything.
szb-rao Court street. Oidophorse :316.
Clem Fraasioli.
Moving wagon in connection.





ROOMS i,i and 3 Register Build-
ing 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones ta.
F.. H. PURYEAR,
ATTOR NE Y -AT-L !kW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building.
523 I-1 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 4ip.
SPECIALTIES:











Roms 13 mull 14 Columbia
Old Phone too.
1414 RN & it EU)
LAWYERS
Rooms ro, ix and fa. Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—




Office over Globe Bank and Trost
Co, 306 Broadway.
DR W. C. EURANKS.
(Homeopathist.)




Office phone 25t. RerAdence phone eils
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN 'AND SURGEON.
Rooms so -6 Fraternity Building.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN ;
Phcvsk 196, 400 1-2 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
I Dry Hot Air Baths given when in.
dicated. — • -.I •••••••dfiCks1
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